Erratum: Dragging effect on the inertial frame and the contribution of matter to the gravitational "constant" in a closed cosmological model of the Brans-Dicke theory [Phys. Rev. D 19, 2861 (1979 
A. Miyazaki
The following terms should be added to the right-hand side of the following equations, respectively: to Eqs. (4a) , by --", , and 20P,'P,~P,/-3n. ' by 20P,'P,~P,/3b, '. Delete the term 18P, 'P.'/~'.
On page 2554, Sec. HI, in the invariant functions of the ghost-ghost-gluon vertex: Replace g, by g, ' in the third and fourth equations. In the fourth equation, replace -b( PP"P)by +b(P"P"P,). In the fifth equation, replace I, by I,/2, and P, 'ln(P, '/P, ') by P, 'ln(P, '/P, ').
In Eq. (4.1a): Replace --", (1/P, ') by~(I/P, ') 
